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Executive Summary
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IMPACT

2x the rate of promotions 

to senior level positions

$300

In 2006, Mars was growing faster than their talent pipeline could develop senior leaders, and the disparity was 
forecasted to grow even larger over the next decade. They needed a way to accelerate their leadership capacity. Mars 
partnered with the Center for Creative Leadership (Global Top 5 Provider of Leadership Solutions) to prime leaders who 
were mission ready for their next leadership role. 
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ACCELERATED LEADERSHIP PROGRAM

 “That is the secret behind the success of ALP,” said Tomi 

Lyle, Mars’ Global Director of People and Organization for 

Procurement. “You have this knowledge about who you are, 

you are navigating this business challenge and you have this 

incredible support network that enables you to progress. You 

have those constant three legs of a stool over 10 months.”   

“Mars pushed us to start partnering in ways we had never 

been challenged with before,” said CCL’s David Dinwoodie, 

Vice President, Leadership Solutions. “Starting with applied 

research to determine the leadership success and failure 

factors inherent in the Mars ecosystem; to co-creating every 

component of every activity that participants undergo; to 

a radically different approach to coaching and mentoring 

over the nine-month process; to promoting the value of 

learning through failures; to measuring the financial business 

impact of each participants’ transformational challenge; to 

handcrafting a technology platform that provides a completely 

customized, seamless experience; to a flipped classroom 

where participants guide their own learning experience in 

powerful ways.”

Tomi Lyle

David Dinwoodie


